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Particle tracking and displacement covariance matrix techniques are employed to investigate the
phonon dispersion relations of two-dimensional colloidal glasses composed of soft, thermoresponsive
microgel particles whose temperature-sensitive size permits in situ variation of particle packing
fraction. Bulk, B, and shear, G, moduli of the colloidal glasses are extracted from the dispersion
relations as a function of packing fraction, and variation of the ratio G/B with packing fraction
is found to agree quantitatively with predictions for jammed packings of frictional soft particles.
In addition, G and B individually agree with numerical predictions for frictional particles. This
remarkable level of agreement enabled us to extract an energy scale for the inter-particle interaction
from the individual elastic constants and to derive an approximate estimate for the inter-particle
friction coefficient.
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Like a madeleine dipped in tea, a packing of ideal11

spheres at the jamming transition is barely solid. The12

ratio of the shear modulus to the bulk modulus, G/B,13

vanishes, as it does for a liquid, and the number of inter-14

particle contacts is exactly the minimum number needed15

for mechanical stability, namely the isostatic number,16

zc = 2D, where D is the dimensionality [1]. Above17

the jamming transition, G/B increases linearly with the18

number of excess contacts, z − zc [1–3], or equivalently,19

with (φ− φc)
1/2, where φ is the packing fraction and φc20

is the packing fraction at the transition. This scaling re-21

lation is a defining property of the jamming transition;22

it sets jammed packings apart from other solids whose23

inter-particle contact number can be varied above the24

isostatic value, such as networks near the rigidity perco-25

lation threshold [4] and decorated isostatic lattices [5, 6].26

Despite its central importance to jamming transition27

theory, the behavior of G/B has proven challenging to28

measure experimentally. Among all the relations pre-29

dicted near the jamming transition [3], only the depen-30

dence of the excess contact number, z − zc [7, 8], and31

the bulk modulus, B [8], on the excess packing frac-32

tion, φ − φc, have been tested experimentally. Here33

we circumvent traditional technical difficulties in mea-34

suring by G and B by employing video microscopy on35

two-dimensional disordered colloidal packings to measure36

phonon dispersion relations.37

The glassy colloidal suspensions are composed of38

poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide) (PNIPAM) soft hydrogel39

particles, whose packing fraction, φ, can be tuned in situ40

by changing temperature. Such systems have proven use-41

ful for studying the properties of colloidal packings near42

the jamming transition [11–14]. We employ displacement43

covariance matrix analysis [11, 14–17] to obtain the sys-44

tem’s eigenmodes and eigenfrequencies. Using an analy-45

sis similar to those in earlier studies [16, 18, 19], we obtain46

the phonon dispersion relation, ω(q), for the vibrational47

modes of a “shadow system” with equivalent particle con-48

figuration and interactions but without damping. Sound49

velocities and elastic moduli are then derived from the50

dispersion relation.51

While most studies of colloidal suspensions are inter-52

preted without invoking direct frictional interactions be-53

tween particles, such effects can arise [20, 21]. The54

present experiments allow direct comparison with mod-55

els of jammed systems with [9, 10] and without [1] inter-56

particle friction. We find unambiguously that the parti-57

cles have frictional interactions; from the dependence of58

the elastic constants on packing fraction, we extract an59

estimate of the coefficient of friction, µ, as well as the60

strength of inter-particle interactions, ǫ.61

PNIPAM particles with different diameters were syn-62

thesized by surfactant-free radical emulsion polymeriza-63

tion, as described elsewhere [22]. These particular PNI-64

PAM particles are more strongly cross-linked in their65

cores compared to their surfaces, and they are essen-66

tially charge neutral; thus, when pressed close together,67

polymeric chains of one particle are very likely to inter-68

penetrate and entangle with particle chains of neighbor-69

ing particles. Quasi-2D packings (binary mixtures with70

dbig ≈ 1.4 µm and dsmall ≈ 1.0 µm (at 26 ◦C)) were71

prepared by confining the suspension between two mi-72

croscope cover slips (Fisher Scientific) and sealed with73

optical glue [23]. The diameter of the PNIPAM particles74

changes with temperature, T ; d(T )-curves obtained by75

dynamic light scattering can be found in the supporting76

material [24]. Particle trajectory data were acquired us-77
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ing standard bright field video microscopy in a narrow78

range of temperatures, 26.4− 27.2 ◦C. The temperature79

was controlled by thermal coupling to the microscope ob-80

jective (BiOptechs), and the sample was equilibrated for81

15 min at each temperature before data acquisition. Dur-82

ing this 15 min period, particle rearrangements occurred83

as the system aged; to our knowledge, no cage rearrange-84

ments occurred once data acquisition was begun, except85

in the system at 27.2◦C, φ ≈ 0.863, the lowest φ studied.86

Note that the diameter ratio, dbig/dsmall, varies by less87

than within 1% in the investigated range of temperatures.88

The trajectories of the N ≈ 3000 particles in the field89

of view (≈ 67 × 50 µm) were extracted from a total of90

30,000 frames of video at 110 frames/s using standard91

particle tracking techniques. The packing fraction φ was92

calculated from the measured number of particles and93

their hydrodynamic radii (measured at low concentra-94

tion) at the experiment temperature. Note that changes95

in this “hydrodynamic” packing fraction accurately re-96

flect changes in the true packing fraction. The absolute97

packing fractions, on the other hand, are typically over-98

estimated because the hydrodynamic radius in dynamic99

light scattering experiments tends to be larger than the100

diameter measured by static scattering techniques or di-101

rect imaging.102

To analyze the data, we employ the displacement co-103

variance matrix technique [11, 15–17]. We define u(t) as104

the 2N -component vector of displacements of all parti-105

cles from their time-averaged positions, and we extract106

the displacement covariance matrix, Cij = 〈ui(t)uj(t)〉t,107

where i, j = 1 . . . 2N run over particles and coordinate108

directions, and the average is taken over time frames.109

In the harmonic approximation and in thermal equilib-110

rium, Cij is directly related to the dynamical matrix of111

the shadow system Dij = kBTC
−1
ij /

√
mimj with particle112

masses mi and mj . The eigenvectors of D are the vibra-113

tional eigenmodes of the shadow system with polariza-114

tion vectors Pn (for n = 1 . . . 2N) and eigenfrequencies115

ωn =
(

kBT
mλn

)1/2

, where λ are the eigenvalues of covari-116

ance matrix C, and m is the mass of a single sphere.117

The vibrational mode frequencies thus extracted de-118

pend on the experimental number of snapshots. We cor-119

rect for the error that arises from using a finite number120

of frames by extrapolating to Nframes = ∞ and assuming121

that ω varies linearly in 1/Nframes, as expected [25, 26].122

The Fourier decomposition of the eigenmodes into123

transverse and longitudinal components yields two spec-124

tral functions, fT and fL, respectively, for each mode of125

frequency ω as a function of wavevector magnitude q:126

fT (q, ω) =

〈∣∣∣∣∣
∑

n

q̂×Pn(ω) exp(iq · rn)
∣∣∣∣∣

2〉
, (1)

fL(q, ω) =

〈∣∣∣∣∣
∑

n

q̂ ·Pn(ω) exp(iq · rn)
∣∣∣∣∣

2〉
, (2)

FIG. 1. (color online) a Transverse and b longitudinal
spectral functions, fT (ω) and fL(ω), of the system at low,
medium, and high ω. Dashed lines show Gaussian fits to the
peaks which were used to extract q(ω) for each ω.

where rn is the equilibrium position of each particle and127

the brackets indicate an average over directions q̂ [27–29].128

The maxima of these functions correspond to the129

phonon wavevector with magnitude qT,L(ω) that consti-130

tute the dispersion relation [16, 28]. We recently applied131

this method to a hexagonal colloidal crystal [26] and132

obtained the full dispersion relation expected theoreti-133

cally [30], as have earlier colloidal experiments [18, 31–134

33]. In the long wavelength limit, the dispersion curve is135

linear and its slope gives the longitudinal and transverse136

sound velocities: cT,L = lim
q→0

(∂ω/∂q).137

In practice, the procedure for extracting the maximum138

value of fT,L as a function of q for each mode yields rather139

noisy results for disordered colloidal packings [24], as ex-140

pected from numerical studies of jammed packings [29].141

In contrast to crystals, where the peak in fT,L is very142

sharp, for disordered systems it has been shown [28] that143

the peak is relatively broad and flat for frequencies above144

the so-called “boson peak frequency” [34], ω∗ (which is145

30-80×103 rad/s for our experimental systems). To ex-146

tract the maximum of fT,L(q, ω) more cleanly for each147

mode, we therefore fit fT,L to a Gaussian in q to ob-148

tain qmax. Representative plots of fT,L are shown for149

three different modes in Fig. 1, along with the fits used150

to obtain qmax for each mode. Since a glass should be151

isotropic, we average over many (> 100) directions in152

Eqs. 1-2 to improve the statistics.153

The resulting dispersion relations are shown in Fig. 2a154

for the intermediate packing fraction. The transverse155

(red circles) and longitudinal (black squares) branches156

are binned in q; the error bars show the standard error157

of all ω in the bin. For all φ, the dispersion relation158

can be obtained from Gaussian fits at least up to q ≈ 2159

µm−1. In all, we studied five different packings in the160

range 0.8626 ≤ φ ≤ 0.8822; the remaining four sets of161

dispersion curves are shown in the supplementary mate-162

rial [24]. In all cases, the curves are essentially linear at163

low q and bend at higher q, as expected [19, 28].164
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Note that most of the data lie at frequencies above the165

boson peak frequency, ω∗. Previous simulations found166

that while the dispersion relation for ω < ω∗ is linear in167

q, with a slope consistent with the elastic constant ex-168

pected for sound modes [29], for ω ≫ ω∗ the situation is169

different: the modes are not plane-wave-like and the dis-170

tinction between transverse and longitudinal directions171

breaks down [28]. To corroborate that the elastic con-172

stants can be extracted from dispersion relations above173

ω∗, we compare to numerical calculations. Fig. 2b shows174

the transverse and longitudinal dispersion relations of175

numerically-generated jammed bidisperse packings, ex-176

tracted by fitting the peaks of fT,L(q, ω); the dispersion177

relations remain linear in q up to frequencies about an or-178

der of magnitude higher than ω∗, with slopes consistent179

with the values of the elastic moduli, as indicated by the180

dashed lines. These calculations were carried out at pres-181

sure p = 10−2, where ω∗ ≈ 0.03 is in units of
√

ǫ/mσ2,182

where ǫ is the interaction strength of the particles which183

interact via harmonic repulsion, σ is the average particle184

diameter, and m is the particle mass. These results sug-185

gest that in analyzing the data, we must restrict ourselves186

to a range of frequencies within an order of magnitude of187

ω∗ in order to extract the sound velocities from linear fits188

to the experimentally-obtained dispersion relations, i.e.,189

over the range 0.25 < q < 1.00 µm−1 (solid blue lines).190

The mass density ̺ of the particles and the entire system191

is very close to that of water (1000 kg/m3), and the areal192

density is ρ2D = ̺h, where h ≈ 1.4 · 10−6 m is the height193

of the sample cell. We thus obtain the longitudinal mod-194

ulus, M = ρ2Dc2l , the shear modulus G = ρ2Dc2t , and195

the bulk modulus, B = M −G for each packing fraction196

(Fig. 3a).197

We also compare the magnitude of G from the experi-198

mental dispersion relation to that measured in bulk rhe-199

ology experiments of jammed PNIPAM suspensions [35–200

37]. Expressed in 3D-units, we find G to vary between201

≈ 10 − 36 Pa, consistent with earlier measurements on202

similar systems, which found a range 4−20 Pa [35, 36, 38].203

According to theoretical predictions for athermal sys-204

tems near the jamming transition [1, 4], the ratio of205

the shear to bulk modulus, G/B, should be indepen-206

dent of the inter-particle potential. For the frictionless207

case, numerically-generated packings are well-described208

by G/B ≈ 0.23∆z(1− 0.14∆z), where ∆z = z − z0c and209

the frictionless isostatic number is z0c = 2D = 4 in two210

dimensions.211

By contrast, for frictional particles, we find212

G/B = 0.8(±0.1)∆z∞(1− 0.25(±0.05)∆z∞) (3)

by fitting simulation data in Fig. 4b of Somfai et al. [9],213

where ∆z∞ = z−z∞c and the frictional isostatic number214

at infinite friction is z∞c = D + 1 = 3.215

Unfortunately, it is very difficult to deduce the contact216

number directly from experiment. We can, however, an-217

alyze the experimental findings using our packing frac-218

FIG. 2. (color online) a Experimental dispersion relation for
PNIPAM glass with φ ≈ 0.87 (squares: longitudinal, circles:
transverse) plotted vs. qσ with average diameter σ ≈ 1.1 µm.
The horizontal dashed line marks ω⋆

≈ 60 rad/s. Solid lines
show linear fits in the long wavelength limit used to extract
the sound velocities, cL and cT . inset: Sound velocities for
the five investigated packing fractions. Second order poly-
nomials (dotted lines) are guides for the eye. b Numerical
dispersion relation for frictionless particles with harmonic re-
pulsions (bidisperse with diameter ratio 1.4 at p = 10−2).
The horizontal dashed line marks ω⋆

≈ 0.03. Dashed red
lines show the slopes that would correspond to the elastic
moduli measured directly in the simulation (G = 0.053 and
B = 0.43).

tion measurements and a result obtained from numeri-219

cal simulations of frictional particles [10]. For particles220

with finite friction coefficient µ, the scaling relation be-221

tween z− z∞c and φ−φ∞
c , where φ∞

c is the critical pack-222

ing fraction at infinite friction, depends on the critical223

packing fraction for particles with friction µ, φµ
c (note,224

φ∞
c ≤ φµ

c ≤ φ0
c) [10]. Using z − zµc = C1(φ − φµ

c )
0.5 and225

zµc − z∞c = C2(φ
µ
c −φ∞

c )1.7, we fit our data to Eq. 3 with226

∆z∞ = (z − zµc ) + (zµc − z∞c ) = C1(φ− φµ
c )

0.5 +C2(φ
µ
c −227

φ∞
c )1.7; from Ref. [10], C1 = 2.7± 0.6, and C2 = 65± 2.228

We note that the fitting involves two fit parameters, φµ
c229

and φ∞
c . (Note also, because φµ

c − φ∞
c is a function of µ,230

we could have used µ as the second fit parameter instead231

of φµ
c .)232

The resulting best fit for G/B as a function of φ− φc233

is shown in Fig. 3b (dashed line, φc = φµ
c ) together with234

the expected curve for the frictionless form (solid line,235

φc = φ0
c). The agreement is excellent with the frictional236

form, whereas the agreement with the frictionless form237

is poor. The results therefore lead us to conclude that238

PNIPAM particles in suspension experience inter-particle239

friction effects.240

The fit parameters are φµ
c ≈ 0.851 ± 0.005 and φ∞

c ≈241

0.837 ± 0.01, indicating a µ of order unity or higher by242

comparison to Ref. [10]. We note further that φ∞
c , and243

thus the difference φµ
c − φ∞

c , is particularly sensitive to244

small changes in C1, C2, and to the coefficients in Eq. 3.245

This sensitivity limits the accuracy of our determination246

of µ. In addition, there is significant uncertainty arises in247

such estimates, because the relationship between µ and248

z is model-dependent [41].249
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The inter-particle friction effects suggested by the data250

above are consistent with expectations based on the251

structure of the colloidal particles. On a molecular scale,252

the particular hydrogel particles utilized here are hairy253

at their surfaces, with polymer chains extending freely254

into the solvent. Thus, when the colloidal particles are255

pushed closely together, entanglement of polymer chains256

and attractive van-der-Waals interactions can arise and257

contribute to inter-particle friction.258

In two dimensions, φ∞
c is expected to correspond to the259

random loose packing fraction, φ ≈ 0.76 [39–41]. The dis-260

crepancy with our fitted value of φ∞
c ≈ 0.84 is therefore261

quite reasonable, given the uncertainties associated with262

hydrodynamic radius. In this spirit, the packing fractions263

could be corrected from the hydrodynamical derived val-264

ues by subtracting ≈ 0.08.265

We next show that analysis of the individual elastic266

constants, G and B, allows us to extract the interaction267

energy. Previous experiments by Nordstrom et al. [37]268

suggest that the particle interaction potential has the269

Hertzian form, i.e. V (rij) =
ǫ

5/2 (1− rij/σij)
5/2

for over-270

lap of particles i and j, and V (rij) = 0 otherwise. Here,271

rij is the center-to-center particle separation, σij is the272

sum of their radii, and ǫ sets the interaction energy scale.273

In previous work, Somfai et al. [9] studied the effects of274

different µ on the elastic moduli of systems of frictional275

Hertzian particles in 2D. Here we utilize their simulation276

results to show that our data collapse onto a single curve277

when G/keff is plotted against ∆z. The same is true for278

B/keff . Here, keff =
√
3ǫ

2σ2 (p/p0)
1/3 for Hertzian interac-279

tions; p = p0(φ − φµ
c )

3/2, where p0 = 0.135 for frictional280

particles [10]. Using this form, the numerical data of281

Somfai et al. [9] are described by G/keff ≈ 0.34∆z∞(1−282

0.09∆z∞), and B/keff ≈ 0.28(1 + 0.62∆z∞) [24].283

In short, with ǫ as a single fit parameter, we can fit ex-284

perimental data to the theoretically expected results for285

G/keff and B/keff derived from simulations of Hertzian286

particles with friction in 2D. Note that these fits rely on287

φ∞
c and φµ

c , which were determined previously from the288

fit to G/B, and so they are fixed in this analysis. The289

results are shown in Fig. 3c; we find ǫ ≈ 6± 1× 105 kBT .290

Equivalently, we show G and B versus φ−φµ
c in Fig. 3d.291

Thus far, we have examined our experimental system292

in the context of theoretical predictions for disordered293

packings at zero temperature. Our particles, however,294

are thermal with kBT/ǫ ≈ 2 × 10−6. This temperature295

may seem very low, but recent simulations suggest that296

thermal effects can dominate even in this range. For297

example, it has been suggested that similar experiments298

with PNIPAM systems [11, 14] have failed to probe the299

physics of the jamming transition because kBT/ǫ is too300

high. Specifically, the simulations of Ikeda et al. [42]301

on systems with harmonic repulsions suggest that the302

scaling behavior of the jamming transition is recovered303

only for temperatures lying below kBT
⋆
Ikeda/ǫ ≈ 10−3(φ−304

FIG. 3. (color online) a Experimental bulk (B, circles) and
shear moduli (G, squares) as a function of packing fraction
φ. b Ratio G/B as a function of φ − φc. Dashed line shows
the expected curve for frictional spheres [9], where φ∞

c and φµ
c

are the fit parameters. For comparison, the solid red curve
shows G/B calculated for frictionless particles. c B/keff and
G/keff as a function of ∆z∞ = z − z∞c with corresponding
fits (see text); ǫ is the only fit parameter. d B and G as a
function of φ− φµ

c . Dashed lines are the same fits as in c.

φc)
2. Simulations of Wang and Xu [43] recover jamming305

scaling for kBT
⋆
Wang/ǫ ≈ 0.2(φ − φc)

2. Note that the306

same scaling with φ−φc is observed by both Ikeda et al.307

and by Wang and Xu; this scaling is determined by the308

form of the interaction energy. However, the prefactors309

found by the two groups differ by roughly a factor of310

100. This difference in prefactors arises because T ⋆ is311

a crossover temperature, not a transition temperature.312

As a result, it is not well-defined, and the value of the313

prefactor depends on the measure used.314

For systems with Hertzian repulsions, such as ours,315

one would expect kBT
⋆/ǫ ∼ (φ − φc)

5/2 with a prefac-316

tor that is similar to the harmonic case [43]. For the317

lowest packing fraction studied, φ − φµ
c ≈ 0.012, giv-318

ing kBT
⋆
Ikeda/ǫ ≈ 1 × 10−7 and kBT

⋆
Wang/ǫ ≈ 3 × 10−5,319

respectively; in this case our measured value satisfies320

T ⋆
Ikeda < T . T ⋆

Wang. Therefore, we should not re-321

cover jamming-like behavior according to Ikeda et al.,322

but should be at the border of recovering jamming-like323

behavior according to Wang and Xu. The fact that our324

results are in quantitative agreement with T = 0 predic-325

tions suggests that the prefactor of Wang and Xu is more326

consistent with our experimental observations.327

Further evidence that our experiments can be analyzed328

in terms of the athermal results is provided by the root-329

mean-squared displacement, ∆r. In particular, we find330

that ∆r is comparable to the estimated particle-particle331
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overlap at the lowest φ studied, indicating again that332

this data point is borderline and is about one order of333

magnitude smaller than particle-particle overlap at the334

highest φ [24]. Thus, our analysis of the data in terms of335

the zero-temperature theory is justified, with the possible336

exception of the lowest φ data point.337

To conclude, we have employed colloidal suspensions338

of temperature-sensitive particles to probe the scaling of339

the bulk and shear elastic moduli as a function of pack-340

ing fraction in the vicinity of the jamming transition.341

The observed scaling behaviors are quantitatively consis-342

tent with the predictions of jamming theory for frictional343

particles. Our results suggest that static friction is im-344

portant, at least in the concentrated PNIPAM colloidal345

packings studied here. In granular materials, friction is346

also important, but thermal effects are negligible; by con-347

trast, for colloidal systems, the interplay of friction and348

temperature requires exploration. To date, these types of349

systems are typically interpreted using glass theories at350

nonzero temperatures without friction or jamming theo-351

ries (with or without friction) in the athermal limit. Our352

findings suggest that (soft) colloids belong to a sample353

class wherein thermal effects and friction effects might354

need to be considered. In the future it should be possible355

to manipulate and study such friction effects by changing356

colloidal particle softness, size, and interaction, as well as357

to tune from the athermal regime, which describes our358

results well, to the thermal regime.359
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